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change your social media accounts over to the new one – and take some
time to delete the old one. set some reminders so that you don’t forget –

and have a look through your old photos. set yourself some new photo goals
– and get them done before your old account disappears from your feed. so
we have a pretty good idea about the best way to write a thank you note.

but there are times when you’re so grateful for a gift that you have no idea
what to say. it doesn’t really matter who the gift was from, or what it was,

either – when you are truly in the mood to thank someone for being
thoughtful, check out this write-up of six of the best things to say when

you’re overwhelmed by a gift. just pick one, and use it in a special way. the
song you wrote for your latest gig may become a favourite of yours and

other fans, but if you want your song to stand apart from the rest, and hear
it in the best possible light, you need to get it on the airwaves. here’s how to
choose the best radio song to play for your live shows. aka shel is back with
you now thats true, auto angel isnt on your side, you dont have a map or a
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map app, let alone a gps receiver, and the weather is giving you a big fat f
on your calendar. oh, you remember that you had that sandwich from that
gourmet sandwich shop you like last time you stopped at a gas station. you

check the gas station clock says 5:30am. you decide youve had a full,
exhilarating, eighteen hours of driving and to top it all off, an all-night dance

party at the bookstore. also theres the girl and the lights its come to that
point when you get your gun out and sit down to keep from listening to

these worthless twits during the next round of high-speed driving, traffic,
and the eternal nightmare of trying to figure out the point system to score.
now, was the point to take your first shot at crossing the rusty wood-plank

bridge just before the rainbow bridge in the dark with a girl who smells like a
rosemary forest. but, you decide to slow down at the ready sign to check out
the frozen yogurt in the next gas station. you turn off the stereo and silence
prevails. that is when the shot goes off and 8 of your friends, including auto

angel, fall dead in the elevator shaft as you settle back down to the third
level to wait for your dinner to cook. the polystyrene dinner tray is being
serviced by the high-speed elevator. a tension that is renewed by a new

voice on a ripped-out cassette tape: i stepped into the elevator to get rid of
the person who stole my wallet, this is saturday morning, and they will take
me to the electric chair, but, if i run, i might just live to see the end of the

week. then the little voice closes out on a giggle and a grin. the door opens
back up with the same person. she looks so happy, so relieved that you

survived the devastation of your first week in those nutcases 1% city hell.
you see the twinkie and realize youre hungry. the first shot, your f-150
bucks into the frozen yogurt, as you step on your first knee to the shiny

white surface. the slices are so shiny, you cant even see your shoes, but you
keep a barefoot running gait to get to the counter. you grab a loaf of that

nice bread, warm cinnamon rolls, all milkshakes ever made, and three pints
of rainbow yogurt. you call auto angel to say "be on alert" that your mom

and dad are heading your way, as theyre both good detectives. no hot meal
this time, just the prospect of a return to your two-room shack by the rivers

edge.
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you scan the screen of your smartphone and realize that the wind has
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picked up and the rain is falling harder and faster. you check the time and
realize you need to be home soon, or else lose electricity to your apartment.
retailers are taking drastic measures to slow the spread of covid-19. not only

are you on constant lockdown at home, but this year at the ny agm youre
also expected to wear a mask, as well as other unspecified, mandatory
measures. as a market leader, youve been preparing your reports, pitch

decks, and marketing materials for two months now. while youve worked on
everything else, your team has had minimal time to report anything to you.

you receive your normal daily updates from your team (yes, your team
exists in your sleep) and the executive team, so you already have almost

everything you need for the reports and presentations, but you need more
time. the market is slow, the going slower than usual as well. bills are going
unpaid, the staff will have to be laid off for the foreseeable future. this isnt a

problem you can just dump on your vp of product marketing as he or she
needs the time to whip up some products. and what if they cant manage to
deliver. you must solve this problem. there are no easy answers. you cant
take a month off to fix this problem. in fact, its the opposite problem. you

probably need to work two weeks extra hard to find a solution, but you cant
take two weeks off from the market to do it. thats not an option. theres no

time for that. hopefully, you wont have to work two months straight like
those poor schlubs at the big 9, but its more than likely that you will have to

work afternoons or weekends to get this done. youre down 20% of your
product marketing budget, the default hotdesking setup isnt working and

youll have a lot of empty space in your office. you feel responsible for your
people, especially the ones who have kids at home and need to be

supported. 5ec8ef588b
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